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Abstract
A recently proposed neural network architecture called the Transformer [1] works
very well for many NLP tasks. However, its runtime is quadratic in the length of
the input sequence, which means it can be slow when processing long documents
or taking characters as inputs. In this project, we provide an in-depth analysis of the
Transformer’s speed bottlenecks and introduce models that address the bottlenecks
of the encoder. We use these models for the task of Text Summarization and
evaluate the trade-off between speed and performance. We find that models with
strided convolutions applied directly on the input or in the attention layers gives a
significant speed-up to the transformer while only sacrificing a small part of the
accuracy. Convolutional and local encoders outperform the transformer and it looks
like local information plays a big role in text summarization.
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Introduction

Traditionally, sequence to sequence tasks such as Neural Machine Translation and Text Summarization
were addressed with recurrent neural networks (RNN, LSTM) [2]. The encoder RNN would read the
input sequence and encode it in a fixed-size vector and the decoder RNN would take this fixed-size
encoding as input to produce the output sequence. In order to keep track of the sequence content, the
encoder RNN reads the sequence word by word and updates a inner hidden state.
Recent advances in NLP rely on the success of self-attention and source-to-target attention models
(fig. 1, 2). The attention mechanism [3] computes attention weights for each input word and produces
a weighted average over context representations. Source-to-target attention extracts information from
the source sequence to predict the target sequence while self-attention operates only on the current
sequence. Most of the latest successes in NMT build on an architecture that uses only self-attention
and source-to-target attention, without any recurrent unit: the Transformer [1]. Despite its successes
in Neural Machine Translation, the Transformer’s running time is quadratic in the length of the input
sequence, which makes it hard to use for long input texts such as news articles.

Figure 1: Self-Attention
∗

Figure 2: Source-to-target Attention
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In this project, we design and apply several variants of the Transformer to Text Summarization on the
CNN-DailyMail dataset [4] [5]. Even if our GPU capacity does not allow us to compare favorably to
state of the art Text Summarization results, we provide an analysis of the speed-performance trade-off
of the different models.
We find that for input sequences of length 400-800 (the typical range of article lengths for the CNNDailyMail dataset), the Transformer is actually pretty fast thanks to GPU optimizations and there
is no quadratic trend in the self-attention runtime. Even though our project focused on making the
self-attentive encoder faster, we show that for those range of input lengths the Transformer runtime is
actually dominated by the decoder speed (due to the output vocab size) and by the cost of large linear
projections in the encoder.
We introduce three new models : the local Transformer, the Transformer with input convolutions
and the Memory Compressed Attention Transformer and evaluate their Text Summarization
performances. Our experiments show that faster variants of the Transformer can be used without
losing too much performance. We show that models that focus on local interactions of words perform
better than the transformer that extract information from all words at once. The speed and small
number of parameters of Lightweight Convolutions allowed us to train it with a bigger architecture
during 17 epochs and we obtain a competitive ROUGE-1 F1 score of 38.4.
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2.1

Related Work
Text Summarization

Abstractive Text Summarization (as opposed to Extractive Text Summariation) was recently made
possible thanks to the advance of sequence-to-sequence learning [2]. The sequence-to-sequence
RNN of [6] is a simple RNN-encoder decoder with source-to-target attention. They introduce a copy
mechanism that allows the decoder to copy a word from the input sentence instead of generating a new
word from the vocabulary. The pointer-generator network of [7] is also a sequence-to-sequence model
with a bidirectional LSTM encoder and a LSTM decoder. They also use a pointer copy mechanism
and source-to-target attention and they introduce a coverage vector that prevents repetition in the
summary.
These two models use recurrent encoders and decoders and only one source-to-target attention while
our models rely entirely on self-attention and source-to-target attentions with up to 6 layers of
self-attention and source-to-target attention.
2.2

Self-attention and the Transformer architecture

The Transformer architecture [1] builds on a base block called the self-attention module. Each module
consists in a number H of heads that have different weights and can attend to different positions. For
simplicity, we will describe a one-head module and show that its cost is quadratic in the length of the
input sequence.
A head takes as input X ∈ Rn×d and applies three projections to obtain queries (Q), keys (K) and
values (V ), where n is the number of input tokens (or time-steps) and d is the input dimension. The
module computes dot products between queries and keys, scales the dot products for training stability
and applies a softmax to produce attention-scores. The values are combined with a weighted sum
according to those attention scores.
The output of one head can be summarized as follows :
QK T
Attention(Q, K, V ) = sof tmax( √ )V
d
Self Attention(X) = Attention(XWQ , XWK , XWV )
Where the matrices WQ , WK and WV are trainable weights. Here Q ∈ Rn×d and K ∈ Rn×d
hence the matrix product QK T has a cost O(d × n2 ) which is quadratic in the length of the input
sequence. This quadratic cost is especially noticeable for long input-sequences such as documents to
be summarized or character-level inputs.
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2.3

Faster self-attention

Some solutions have been proposed for the quadratic cost of self-attention.
The Lightweight Convolutions model of [8] keeps the high-level architecture of the Transformer
but replaces self-attention by lightweight convolutions. Lightweight convolutions are a mix between
convolutions and attention where a weighted average of input representations is done over a sliding
window. This architecture has a linear complexity in the length of the input length and requires much
less parameters to train than regular attention. They report state-of-the-art or close to state-of-the-art
results on several Translation and Text-Summarization tasks.
The Transformer decoder with memory-compressed attention model of [9] generates
wikipedia articles (∼summaries) from the reference articles. They propose a new architecture
to handle inputs and outputs typically 100 times larger than previous Text-Summarization models.
Since the data is monolingual, they remove the encoder and use the concatenation of the articles and
the summary as input for the decoder. They also introduce two novel ideas to speed-up transformers.
Local attention consists in dividing input sequences into blocks of the same length and performing
attention in each block independently. Memory-compressed attention performs a strided convolution on the keys and values in the attention layers to artificially reduce the number of input-tokens in
the attention
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Approach

As explained above, the complexity of the Transformer is quadratic (O(n2 × d)). We implemented
several models that rely on an encoder-decoder structure very similar to the Transformer. All our
modifications were done on the Transformer encoder as this is the where the quadratic complexity
happens. The decoder also has self-attention layers with quadratic complexity but the decoder inputs
(summaries) are typically much shorter than the encoder inputs (articles).
3.1

Models

Local Transformer (ours) : The local transformer divides the input sequence into chunks of fixedsize which are processed independently by the encoder. With a fixed-size window attention, the cost
becomes linear while retaining many advantages of self attention.
Indeed, attention windows of size k, which is supposed to be much smaller than n, the local
transformer replaces one self-attention on the whole input by n/k self-attentions on k tokens. The
global complexity of the new block is O(k 2 × d × n/k) = O(n × k × d). The architecture is
represented in Figure 3.
Local Transformer with shifts (ours): One major problem of the local transformer is that it
prevents information flow from one chunk to another. This is particularly problematic as words
located at the border of a chunks can’t see words at the other side of the chunk. One way to fix that is
to shift all chunks by half of their size in odd blocks of the transformer. With enough blocks, this
makes it possible for information to travel between all parts of the input sequence. Moreover, the
global complexity is exactly the same as the one of the local transformer, i.e. O(n × k × d). The
shift is showed in Figure 4.
Convolution before Transformer (ours): This method consists in reducing the size of the input
before feeding it to the transformer. One way to do that is to run a convolution layer before the
Transformer blocks with stride equal to the size of the filters. From a high-level perspective, the
convolution summarizes small contiguous groups of words (typically 4) and the transformer processes
the summarized inputs.
The complexity of the initial convolution is O(n × d2 ) and the complexity of the self-attention
layers become O((n/k)2 × d), where k is the kernel-size of the convolution layer. Hence the overall
complexity becomes O(n × d2 + (n/k)2 × d).
Memory-compressed attention (adapted from [9]) : This architecture also uses strided convolutions to decrease the size of the inputs. However, the convolutions are located in the self-attention
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Figure 3: Local Attention (even layers)

Figure 4: Local Attention with shift (odd layers)

layers. The memory compressed-module is described as follows :
CompressedM emoryAttention(Q, K, V ) = sof tmax(

c(Q)c(K)T
√
)V
d

Where Q ∈ Rnn,d , K ∈ Rn,d nand the strided convolution outputs with kernel-size and stride k
are c(Q) ∈ R k ,d , c(K) ∈ R k ,d . The complexity of each convolution is O(n × d2 ), and the
2
complexity of the attention computation becomes O( nk × d), so the overall complexity of the
2
memory-compressed attention mechanism is O(n × d2 + nk × d). This architecture is a compromise
between the classic Transformer and the one with the convolution on the inputs.

Figure 5: Left: Original self-attention Right: Memory-compressed attention
Lightweight convolutions (from [8]) : This model replaces self-attention layers by some kind of
local convolutions where each filter only takes into account one dimension. This is represented by a
matrix W ∈ Rd×k with k the kernel size (i.e. size of the window for the convolutions). The general
equation is:
k
X
0
Oi,c =
Wc,j
· X(i+j−d k+1 ]),c
2
n×d

j=1
n×d

where X ∈ R
is the input and O ∈ R
is the output. W’ is the matrix W with a softmax layer
is applied to each row (i.e. across each channel). This is done to increase training stability, and makes
each output token more aware of its context.
The overall complexity of a Lightweight convolution block is O(n × k × d).
3.2

Code

We designed our own data-loading, training and evaluation code and used the Fairseq library [10] for
training utils and state-of-the-art implementations of the Transformer and Lightweight convolution
4

models. We built the other models using the same framework and integrated them in our branch of
the Fairseq library.
Our code is available on github and can be found here. It uses our branch of the Fairseq repository
available here.
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4.1

Experiments
Data

The CNN-DailyMail Dataset The Text Summarization dataset we used is the CNN-DailyMail
Dataset introduced in [4] and [5], which consists of over 280K news articles paired with multisentence summaries. The articles are rather long with 39 sentences on average. During training and
testing we truncate the articles to 400 tokens and set a limit of 100 tokens for the summary in the
training phase and 120 tokens in the testing phase in order to have comparable results with the ones
that are computed in [7].
Evaluation method We evaluated our text summarization results with the ROUGE metric [11].
There are several different types of ROUGE. The ROUGE scores that are generally used in the
literature are the F1 ROUGE-1 (for unigrams), ROUGE-2 (for bigrams), and ROUGE-l (which finds
the longest common sequence between the hypothesis and the given summary). For all our model,
we report the ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-l scores.
4.2

Experimental details

Architecture We kept a similar architecture for all the models for comparison purpose. Because
of our limited amount of GPU credits and time constraints, we halved all hyperparameters of the
original Transformer architecture and kept 3 encoder/decoder layers, 4 attention heads per layer, and
a embeddings with 256 dimensions, and 1024 for the hidden states. In the tables, those architectures
are referred to as small. We used an input and output vocabulary of 50k words.
For the LightConv model we used kernel sizes of 15,31 and 31 for the three encoder layers. For
the Local Transformer, we used blocks of 50 tokens. For the Transformer with input convolution
we applied a strided convolution with kernel-size 4 and stride 4 to the inputs. For the Memory
compressed attention we applied a strided convolution with kernel-size 4 and stride 4 to the keys and
values.
Optimizer, loss and regularization We used the adam optimizer [12] with betas (0.9, 0.98). We
used the label-smoothed cross entropy loss with parameter  = 0.1 described as
X
L(ytrue , p̂) = −(1 − ) log(p̂(ytrue )) − 
log p̂(y)
y∈V ocab

We use an inverse square-root learning rate scheduler with a maximum learning rate of 5 · 10−5 and
a linear warmup of 4000 steps. We use a dropout rate of 0.1 and a weight-decay rate of 10−4 for
regularization.
Training We trained all our models for 300k iterations with batch size 16, which corresponds to
17 epochs on the CNN-DailyMail dataset. For each model, we report the ROUGE scores for the
iteration with the best validation loss. Most of our models did not fully converge in 300k iterations.
Unfortunately, we did not have the GPU time and credits to perform longer training.
Generation We use beam-search with beam-size 4 to generate summaries for the test articles and
we force the model not to repeat 3-grams since text summarization models tend to repeat themselves.
Speed analysis setup To measure the speed of the models we created dummy datasets with
randomly created texts of size ranging from 50 to 2000 tokens. This range contains the typical size of
articles from CNN/DailyMail dataset (400) and the size of bigger articles such as the ones used in [9].
We measured the speed of the full models and not the small ones we trained as we considered that we
would get more accurate and consistent results. We use batch of 16 sentences on a Tesla K80 GPU.
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4.3

Results

4.3.1

ROUGE scores

We present here the ROUGE scores we obtained for all our small architectures after 17 epochs. The
scores for the standard (6-layers encoder) Transformer and Lightweight architectures after 17 epochs
are present as a reference but are not included in the comparison. The speedup column is the relative
speed compared to the transformer architecture, for input sequences of 400 tokens.
Model
ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-l
TransformerSmall
32.39
8.78
26.8
LightConvSmall
36.27
14.31
30.91
TransformerLocalSmall
35.53
14.01
30.62
TransformerLocalSmall + Shift
35.8
14.54
30.92
TransformerSmall + Input convolution 30.30
8.63
26.05
Memory compressed attention
31.43
7.70
26.12
LightConv
38.37
16.20
32.7
Transformer
25.55
5.08
22.5
Table 1: ROUGE scores and speedups for our models

4.3.2

Speedup
1
1.08
1.13
1.13
1.62
1.01

Model comparison

Surprisingly,with our training budget the small transformer gave much better results than the transformer with its traditional architecture. This is probably due to the fact that the full transformer needs
more time to converge as it has more parameters.
The TransformerSmall + Input convolution and Memory compressed attention models have performances slightly lower than the TransformerSmall model, which is expected. The drop in performance
is not that big, considering the speedup (especially for TransformerSmall + Input convolution).
LightConvSmall and TransformerLocalSmall have better scores than the TransformerSmall and are
faster to train. This can be explained since LightConv and TransformerLocal explicitely force the
model to compare words that are close while the Transformer model has to learn the idea of relative
position only with the positional embeddings.
The block-shift to allow information flow in transformer local does not add much, its effect should be
more noticeable for bigger architectures (6 layers).

Figure 6: Inverse speed of the different models with different sequence lengths (seq/s)
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4.3.3

Speed Experiment

We use our fake datasets of articles of length 50 to 2000 and summaries of length 100 to compute
the speed of all our models. The results are displayed in fig. 6, in number of second per processed
sentence.
As we show in section. 5.2, for relatively small sequence the quadratic cost of the self-attention
layer is small compared to the linear costs of all the other components. Its cost becomes noticeable
for sequences of more than 1500 tokens. This is why the speed curves of the all the variants of
transformer look mostly linear.
The transformer with input convolution model is by far the fastest (it reduces the length of the
input sequence by 4 without losing too much information). Lightconv, TransformerLocal and the
transformer with memory compressed attention have similar speeds and offer a significant speedup
over the usual transformer architectures for large sequence lengths (around 1300).
We did not find a reasonable explanation for the sudden speed decrease of transformer from sequences
to 1000 to 1050 tokens. This might be due to GPU optimizations.

5
5.1

Analysis
Text Summarization and local attention

The main finding of our analysis is that variants of the Transformer architecture that impose local
attention (LightConv and TransformerLocal) perform better than the usual Transformer. This result is
quite natural since words interact first at a local level and then the meaning of the different sentences
interact at the article level.
When we train the usual Transformer architecture on very long texts, the model has to learn that the
self-attention should look at close words rather than far-away words uniquely with the positional
encodings. This is a hard task, especially for small architectures. With Lightconv and TransformerLocal, we force the model to extract local information when using self-attention. This makes the
training much easier and leads to better summarization performance.
For the decoder, the summarization model should be able to look at all the input article at once and
we should not use a local source-to-target attention.
5.2

Detailed analysis of the transformer

The transformer has multiple components with different complexities. We computed the runtime of
each component by removing them one at a time. The results can be found in the table below, where
n is the number of input tokens, m is the number of output tokens. We use the standard transformer
architecture from [1] with embeddings of size d = 512,hidden layers of size d0 = 2048 for the MLP
at the end of the encoder, a vocabulary of size V = 50000 and N = 6 blocks in the encoder/decoder.
As expected, the encoder total time grows much more than the decoder total time with n, because of
the quadratic self-attention, which takes only 24% of the overall time for n = 400, but almost 64% for
n = 2000.
For the values of n that we were interested in for the summary task (n = 400), the decoder is actually
slower than the encoder. This is due to the last linear layer which projects the embeddings on the
vocabulary space. The main purpose of this study was to find ways to speed up the encoder, so
little time was spent to figure out how to optimize the decoder. One way to increase the speed of
the decoder is to decrease the size of the output vocabulary by using a subword vocabulary such
as Byte-Pair Encoding [13] . However, this would increase the number of input and output tokens.
Hence, a trade-off has to be found between a small vocabulary size and a small sequence size.
For values of n smaller than 2000, components linear in the size of the input are the ones that takes
most time. Hence, we should not be surprised to see linear curves when displaying the time spent per
sentence by the transformer and models with similar architecture.
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Components

Complexity

Time (s)
Time (s)
with n=400
with n=2000
Encoder
n ∗ d ∗ N ∗ (n + d0 ) 0.0147
0.1522
Input embedding + positional encoding n ∗ d
<10−4
<10−4
Each Add and norm
n∗d∗N
0.0005 (1.6%)
0.0054 (2.9%)
Multi-head self-attention
n2 ∗ d ∗ N
0.0075 (24.2%)
0.1206 (63.8%)
Feed-forward network
n ∗ d ∗ d0 ∗ N
0.0055 (17.74%) 0.028 (14.8%)
Decoder
m ∗ d ∗ (n ∗ N + V ) 0.0182
0.0359
Input embedding + positional encoding m ∗ d
<10−4
<10−4
−4
Each Add and norm
m∗d∗N
<10
<10−4
2
Multi-head self-attention
m ∗d∗N
0.0011 (3.6%)
0.0023 (1.2%)
Multi-head src-to-target attention
m∗n∗d∗N
0.0029 (9.4%)
0.0123 (6.5%)
Feed-forward network
m ∗ d ∗ d0 ∗ N
0.002 (6.5%)
0.0007 (0.4%)
Projection on vocabulary
m∗d∗V
0.0115 (37.1%)
0.0197 (10.4%)
Table 2: Complexity and running speed of the different components of Transformer

Hence, the quadratic complexity of the transformer only becomes the major issue when input sizes
gets to at least 1500-2000. Even though it doesn’t concern datasets such as CNN/DailyMail, it is still
something useful to have in mind as some other datasets, such as the ones used to generate Wikipedia
[9], exceed this size.
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Conclusion

We have shown that the Transformer architecture can successfully be used for Text Summarization.
Even though our project aimed at reducing the quadratic cost of self-attention for long-sequences,
it turns out that this cost is not the main speed factor for articles of reasonable lengths (400-1000
words) and we have provided a detailed analysis of the complexity and runtime of all the Transformer
components. We have shown that faster variants of the Transformer can be used for Text Summarization without losing too much abstractive power. Our main finding is that models that focus on
extracting information at a local level outperform the Transformer. In that regard, the lightweight
convolutions model of [8] and our local transformer model are most suited to Text Summarization.
The next steps of this project would be to produce the same analysis for larger architectures, trained
until convergence. In order to improve our ROUGE score performances we would add Text Summarization specific components to our model such as a copy mechanism and a coverage mechanism.
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